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Selected by Science Magazine editors

• Chosen every November

• Anyone can vote for their favorite.

• Editor’s choice and People’s favorite announced in December

• We will describe most of the selections, time and expertise 
permitting!

• https://www.sciencemag.org/tags/2019-breakthrough-year

https://www.sciencemag.org/tags/2019-breakthrough-year


List of the selections (in order of our presentation)
• An improved understanding of the meteor impact that killed the 

dinosaurs 

• The first image of a Black Hole

• A “missing link” bacteria that may explain how complex cellular life 
evolved.

• A new treatment for Cystic Fibrosis

• A new understanding of where the Denisovans lived

• How the Microbiome (gut bacteria) can affect malnutrition.

• An asteroid closeup – a better understanding of how solar system formed

• Quantum computer Supremacy (perform tasks that take thousands of 
years for a standard computer in minutes)

• Artificial Intelligence wins at multiplayer poker

• A new treatment for the Ebola virus



The Chicxulub Meteor impact
• A famous physicist (Luis Alvarez) 

and his son dropped a bomb into 
the field of Geology by proposing a 
meteor impact killed off the 
dinosaurs 65MYrs ago

• Thin Iridium layer found 
worldwide in 1979

• Found remnants of the crater 
offshore Yucatán Peninsula in 
1978, but not associated with 
the dinosaur extinction event.

• Alvarez et al. proposed the 
cause in 1980.

• https://cneos.jpl.nasa.gov/ca/
for current close 
approaches

https://cneos.jpl.nasa.gov/ca/


Yucatán Peninsula Today

Gravity anomaly map Google Earth



Chicxulub Meteor Impact
• After a giant asteroid hit Earth 65 million years ago, releasing the energy 1012 x 

Hiroshima A-bomb. 76% of the world’s species, including the big dinosaurs, 
disappeared. Mass ~ 1016 kg, speed ~ 20 km/sec

• What’s new: Additional sediment cores reported on last year,  allow 
reconstruction of the aftermath of the impact on timescales of hours.

• Effects due the Tsunami at the scale of the entire North American continent, 
from Colorado to North Dakota and beyond. Motion of local waters (lakes, 
rivers) disturbed my magnitude 10-11 earthquakes.

• A new fossil study, that shows how life (in a different form), came back in less 
than a million years 

• PBS Nova Season 46, Episode 17 “Rise of the Mammals”



Chicxulub Meteor Impact
• Cores drilled 835 m deep in 2016, reported on last year

• 1st 130 m of magma, probably deposited immediately after impact

• Molten rock filled the impact hole, followed by a hailstorm of 
debris

• By the end of the first day, a tsunami swept in more material, 
including charcoal from impact-induced wildfires

• Silver-rich material was prevalent at the site, but none in the cores –
probably it was vaporized and contributed to global cooling

• In Colorado, at the Coral Hill site, a large hillside deposited over 1 Myrs, 
the rapid recovery of life is recorded in the fossil record.

• As described in the Nova video, they were able to accurately date the 
strata using reversals of the Earth’s magnetic field.



Calibrating the layers using field reversal



The Hell’s Creek (Tanis) site

• In North Dakota, at the Hell’s Creek site(aka Tanis), in  less than 1 
hour, impact induced seismic activity caused waves of water to rush 
up an ancient river system from an interior seaway at the site, 
sweeping living things into tumbled deposits.

• Only a portion of these observation and analyses have been peer 
reviewed so far, but they are quite spectacular.



Hell’s Creek (Tanis) Site, North Dakota
• Discovered by Robert  DePalma, curator of paleontology at the Palm 

Beach Museum of Natural History in Florida and a doctoral student at 
the University of Kansas. Exploring the site since 2003.

Walter Alvarez (L)
Robert DePalma (R)

Walter is the son of 
Luis Alvarez, and also 
a physicist

They are at the K-T
boundary

(Cretaceous –
Tertiary boundary)



Publication & Articles
• https://www.pnas.org/content/116/17/8190.short

• https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/04/08/the-day-the-
dinosaurs-died

• https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/04/astonishment-
skepticism-greet-fossils-claimed-record-dinosaur-killing-asteroid-
impact

• Many results alluded to in the New Yorker article go beyond the peer-
reviewed publication.

• I find no publication refuting dePalma’s analysis of events

• Still waiting for additional publications from dePalma and 
collaborators

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/04/08/the-day-the-dinosaurs-died
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/04/08/the-day-the-dinosaurs-died
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/04/astonishment-skepticism-greet-fossils-claimed-record-dinosaur-killing-asteroid-impact


Investigations at the Tanis site
• Serious excavations began in 2008 by Univ. of North Georgia. Many fish 

fossils delivered to Field Museum/ Chicago for research. DePalma hired to 
continue excavations by himself in 2012

• The Story as told by DePalma (but be skeptical)
• Events were chaotic, occurred in a short time, too soon for MegaTsunami 

to arrive from Chicxulub
• Seiche from local waters inundated the land as soon as 10 min after 

magnitude 10-11 earthquake, causing up to 300 ft waves in the Western 
Interior Seaway

• Evidence: found sea and freshwater fish fossils together
• During this time, debris from the meteor impact was arriving (glass 

tektites, containing Iridium). Tektites found in gills of fish, and nearby 
in their own tiny impact craters.

• Large (30-40 cm long) feathers with 3.5 mm quills possibly from large 
dinosaurs (but where are their fossilized bones?)



Western Interior Seaway
L: at K-T 
boundary

R:Late 
Cretaceous



Investigations at Tanis (Cont.)
• Fish fossils show evidence of Tetany – a body posture indicating 

suffocation. Fossilization must have occurred quickly for this to be a valid 
observation.

• Fragile remains at top of layer suggest that material below was laid down 
in a single event.

• Wild speculation: A triceratops was found at the top of the layer, so one 
can speculate it had been alive at the time of impact, and the carcass had 
been floating in the water (!)

• No PhD yet for DePalma – no more publications yet.
• My conclusion – trust what is in the National Academy of Sciences 

paper. The tektites in the gills is an important result. Wait for more 
peer-reviewed results



Perfect fossil of tail 
of a fish



Fossilized fish piled up 
on top of each other, 
suggesting they were 
flung ashore and died on 
a sand bar after the 
waves induced by the 
earth motions subsided.



Fossil fish bear a vivid 
fingerprint of the 
impact: Their gills are 
filled with glass 
particles, rich in 
iridium, from the 
impactor itself.

Read more at 
https://news.berkeley.
edu/2019/03/29/66-
million-year-old-
deathbed-linked-to-
dinosaur-killing-
meteor/



What was the trajectory?

• New 3D modeling may constrain the 
parameters

• Can’t tell just from gravity anomalies –
some is from sedimentary rock 
thickness variations

• Modeled behavior of sediments, crust, 
upper mantle

• Displacement of peak ring center from 
mantle uplift is key

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-15269-x



What is the peak ring?
Seen often in lunar craters, 
midway between center of 
impact & the rim

a roughly circular ring or plateau

hydrodynamic flow of material lifted 
by inward-collapsing crater walls

You will see this show up in the 3D 
modeling of the Chicxulub impact



3D modeling “movie”



Determination of impact angle

30 deg.

60 deg.

Blue= 12 km/sec, Red= 20 km /sec
● = peak ring ctr, ◼︎= mantle uplift ctr

Conclusion: impact angle ~ 45 -70 
deg from horizontal, NE to SW



Consequences of ~ 60 deg impact angle:

• Put more hazardous debris in the air & scattered it more widely than 
for shallower angles

• Porous carbonate and evaporite rocks would have rapidly 
decomposed, flinging lots of CO2, sulphur and water vapor into the 
atmosphere

• Sulphur would have formed aerosols, blocking sunlight, halting 
photosynthesis



First Image of a Black Hole



First Image of a Black Hole
• Black Holes first speculated to exist by Michell (1783) and Laplace 

(1796), but they had the physics wrong.

• In context of Einstein’s General Relativity, Karl Schwarzschild proved 
they were a consequence in 1916

• Binary systems were found using x-ray emission that had masses 
greater than maximum masses a neutron star could support.

• 25 years of positional data of stars orbiting near the Milky Way 
galactic center by ESA telescopes show a highly concentrated mass of 
about 4 x 106 M⦿



Stars in close orbits to our Galactic Center 

(25 year 
elapsed 
time)

[Video]



Event Horizon Telescope
• A telescope in the broad sense of the term:

• A collaboration that began in 2008 of ground-based radio 
telescopes with the goal of obtaining an image of our Galactic 
Center Black Hole in radio waves

• That goal is still being worked on – difficult, because of variability 
in the near environment of the galactic center on timescales of 
hours

• Placed emphasis instead on the much larger (6.8B M⦿) BH at the 
center of M87

• Expected angular size of the BH in M87 about the same as the one in 
the MW center – much bigger, but much farther away.



M87 – a giant elliptical galaxy 53 Mlyrs away

[Video]



Event Horizon Telescope 1. Record the 
interference pattern 
of a point on the 
sky between 2 
telescopes

2. Calculate the 
Fourier transform

3. Do this for all 
telescope pairs and 
combine

4. https://youtu.be/0T
wnZhiEc3A at 23:46 
for details

Visibility = degree of coherence between signals at 2 telescopes 

https://youtu.be/0TwnZhiEc3A%20at%2023:46


Event Horizon Telescope
Wide spacing 
on Earth gives 
good 
interferometric 
imaging



Event Horizon Telescope

Diameter = 50 micro arcsec (About 1.4 x 10-8 of  a degree)



Event Horizon Telescope – Brian Greene video

[Video]



Event Horizon Telescope

[Video]



Is there really a “shadow” in the middle?

[Video]

Feryal Ozel
Natl. Acad. 
Sci. #157 
Mtg.
4/26/20 
(YouTube)

https://yo
utu.be/Edi
p3xtq0Rw

at 40:51

https://youtu.be/Edip3xtq0Rw


How Did Complex Life Form?



How did complex life form – a new view
• Three types of cellular life:

• Prokaryotes – Most types of bacteria

• No nucleus, DNA in loops, low energy output (no ATP 
Machinery)

• Eukaryotes – All complex, multicellular life are built up from them

• Nucleus containing most of DNA, it’s linear

• Organelles, such as mitochondria and chloroplasts

• Archea – Orginally thought to be predecessors to Prokaryotes

• Carl Wöese detected them in 1977

• Cell walls that lack peptidoglycan and have membranes 
that enclose lipids with hydrocarbons rather than fatty 
acids (not a bilayer)



How are single cell life forms related



Bacteria and Archaea – the Major Differences
Basis Archaea Bacteria

Reproduction & 
Growth

Asexual 
(fragmentation,fission)

Asexual. Some produce 
spores that stay latent

Cell Membrane Pseudo-peptidoglycan Lipo-polysaccharide or 
peptidoglycan

Metabolism Methanogenesis Aerobic or Anerobic, 
Fermentation, 
Photosynthesis

RNA Triplicate Single

Habitat Extremely harsh (hot 
springs, human gut, 
marshlands

Soil, organic matter, 
Earth’s crust, bodies of 
plants & animals, etc.



How are different cell types related



How are cell types related – another view



How are did Eukaryotes evolve from Prokaryotes –
old view: Endosymbiosis

[Video]



The Discovery of Asgard “pieces”
• In 2015, Thijs Ettema (Uppsala University/Sweden) found DNA 

fragments from Arctic Ocean sediments from Archaea that seemed 
closely related to Eukaryotes. Given the name Asgard (Home of the 
Norse gods)

• The same DNA segments found in a river in NC, hot springs on New 
Zealand, other places

• After working 12 years, Masaru Nobu (National Institute of Advanced 
Industrial Science and Technology, Japan), took deep sediments, 
cultured them, and found an organism growing in the lab, and 
sequenced the complete genome.

• Portions of the DNA contain Eukaryotic sequences! They encode 
proteins used in Eukaryotes, but not in Archaea.



prometheoarchaeum syntrophicum

Tendrils!



prometheoarchaeum syntrophicum
• Very slow metabolism – takes 25 days to divide (E. Coli takes 20 min)

• It digests methane – anaerobic 

• Starts out as a sphere, but then grows long tendrils, releases 
membrane-covered bubbles

• Does not use the eukaryote-like DNA to produce E-like structures

• Does this  cell create  its tentacles with genes later used by 
Eukaryotes to build cellular skeletons?

• This doesn’t appear to be a predator – it is unlikely that it would have 
engulfed ancestors of mitochondria this way

• It sticks to the sides of bacteria or other archea

• It “slurps up” fragments of nearby proteins



prometheoarchaeum syntrophicum
• Speculation: Asgard archea dragged bacteria into a web of tentacles, 

ultimately swallowing it. Eventually, the engulfed bacteria evolved 
into mitochondria, the powerhouse of the cell

• Most  of the time sequence of how Eukaryotes came to be is still a 
mystery.

• The greatest mystery: Why was this creation of Eukaryotic cells such a 
rare event?

• An excellent book on the topic of endosymbiosis:



A Better Cystic Fibrosis Treatment



Cystic Fibrosis
• Cystic fibrosis affects at least 30,000 people in the United 

States;

• between 900 and 1,000 new cases are diagnosed every year (1). 

• One in 29 people of Caucasian ancestry is an unaffected carrier of 
the CF gene mutation. In the United States, cystic fibrosis
occurs at a rate of 1 in 3,400 births.

• I have known one person, whose 30 year old daughter had a 
double lung transplant. She died at the age of 34.

• Caused by genetic defects that impact the cystic fibrosis 
transmembrane conductance regulator protein (CFTR)

• Instead of a thin fluid, a thick mucous is produced

• Six different classes of mutation

• No synthesis, block in processing, block in regulation, reduced 
conductance, reduced synthesis, reduced half-life



Cystic Fibrosis

[Video]



Cystic Fibrosis mechanism

[Video]



Cystic Fibrosis genetic defects



Drugs for CFTR defects
Drug Approval date Gene defect Mechanism

Trikafta 
(Symdeko + 
Elexacaftor)

Oct 2019 One F508del 
defect

Elexacator binds to 
a different cell site 
than tezacaftor, 
improves CFTR 
function

Symdeko
(tezacaftor/ivacaft
or) 

Feb 2018 Two copies of 
F508del

move the defective 
CFTR protein to the 
proper place, 
facilitate the 
opening of the 
chloride channel 
on the cell surface 

Orkambi Jul 2015 One F508del 
defect

A chaperone, helps 
move CFTR to the 
cell surface

Ivakaftor 2012 Not for F508del Potentiator – open 
the chloride 
channel



Trikafta function



Trikafta benefits
• Two trial groups

• Group 1, 403patients with one F508del defect, and one other CFTR defect

• Group 2, 107 patients with two F508del defects

• In each trial, the primary analysis looked at increases in the percent 
predicted forced expiratory volume in one second, known as ppFEV1, 
which is an established marker of cystic fibrosis lung disease 
progression

• Group 1: 13.8% improvement from baseline

• Group 2: 10% improvement from baseline

• BUT: Useful for patients with only one F508del defect

• Cost/patient/year: $311,000



More About the Denisovans



Major Denisovan Discovery
• The Denisovans are a hominid species that lived as late as 30 – 15k 

years ago.

• ranged across Asia during the Lower and Middle Paleolithic 
(potentially surviving as late as 30–14,500 years ago in New 
Guinea)

• Found in 2010  only in Denisova cave in Siberia (Russia) (it was 
thought). 

• Contemporaneous with Neanderthals

• Only a small number of bones found – no artifacts

• Portion of a girl’s finger, 4 other finger parts. Last finds in 2018

• DNA from the single girl’s finger shows its mixed with Neanderthal 
& modern humans

• DNA of many modern humans contain up to 5% Denisovan 
sequences



When did they live?





DNA from Denisovans in modern humans
Found 
especially in 
Papua New 
Guinea,
Southeast Asia, 
Aboriginal 
people in 
Northern 
Territory/AUS



Denisovan Breakthrough

Distribution of Denisovan DNA in 
modern humans

(Full black = 5%)

Denisova Cave (Elev 800 m)



Tracing migrations in the distant past

Excellent book (Mar 2018, David Reich)

Mathematical analyses comparing evolution 
of DNA over time

Can even identify “ghost” ancestors that are 
linkages between current population groups

Migrations have been occurring long before 
the current groupings we observe



A discovery from 1980 linked to Denisovans!
• About 1980, a Buddhist monk found an odd human jawbone in 

Baishiya Karst Cave, high on the edge of the Tibetan Plateau.

• Unusual, had large molars

• Submitted to a another monk, then to scholars, sat in a drawer 
until May 2019.

• May 2019, a new method of analysis used, ties this jawbone to the 
artifacts of the bones from Denisova cave, 1154 miles away!





The May 2019 Breakthrough

• The jaw from the Tibetan plateau yielded no DNA, but a Chinese & 
European team extracted collagen from the bone, and matched it 
with collagen from the finger from the Denisovan cave.

• Came from a female, since mitochondrial DNA almost entirely X 
chromosome

• differed from Neanderthals & modern humans

• Jaw is unusual – very large molars, teeth with 3 roots



The Sept 2019 Breakthrough
• A different group used analysis of methylation of the DNA

• Methyl groups attached to DNA sequences acts as an on-off switch 
for expressing the proteins they can make. 

Used a database that 
show how missing or 
defective genes in 
humans affects 
anatomy in living 
humans



How she might have looked

A lot like Neanderthals –
wide pelvis, sloping 
forehead, protruding 
lower jaw

Wider face than modern 
humans or 
Neanderthals, longer 
arch of teeth along her 
jawbone.



BREAKTHROUGHS OF THE 
YEAR, 2019
Dennis Silverman
Physics and Astronomy
UC Irvine



MICROBES COMBAT MALNOURISHMENT 
AND STARVATION WITH THE 
CORONAVIRUS 



� Millions of Children who were malnourished remained 
sick, even after being well fed.  

� Over a decade, researchers found that their gut 
microbiomes were not developing to digest food.

� They found that supplements containing chickpeas, 
bananas, soy and peanut flour helped the microbes 
mature.

� This would allow them to digest milk powder and rice, 
the standard forms of aid.

� They recovered at home, not needing hospitalization.



SIZE OF MALNUTRITION EXPECTED 
FROM THE CORONAVIRUS 

� Previously, 135 million were suffering acute hunger.
� This was due to conflicts, climate change, and economic crises.
� New numbers are now 265 million.
� The UN World Food Program is trying to raise $6.7 billion in aid.
� Remember, worldwide plagues can arise from the poor and 

malnourished.
� President Trump singly withdrew the US from the World Health 

Organization, depriving it of $550 million a year, as the principal 
contributor.  It directed vaccination for children worldwide, for 
diseases which we have eliminated.

� In America, 17% of young children are not getting enough to eat.



INCREASES IN POVERTY FROM JOB 
LOSSES DUE TO THE CORONAVIRUS 

� 734 million were already in extreme poverty, meaning 
that they earn less than $2 per day.

� Now, 420 million have been added to that.
� That is 13% of the world’s people.
� Since 1990, one billion people had risen out of poverty.

� Sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia 
is where it is most crucial. 



UN REPORT ON FOOD AND COVID-19

� One fifth of children worldwide have stunted growth by age 5.
� The food system is under extra threats by the pandemic, the 

lockdown interfering with harvesting, buying and selling food, 
and the economic recession.

� Unemployment and loss of income is causing malnourishment, 
while food prices increase.

� 368 million students are missing out on school meals, while we are 
working to make them up for US students.

� East Africa is under attack by swarms of locusts.



PEOPLE WITH JOBS AND DEPENDENCE 
ON THE FOOD INDUSTRIES

� 1.3 billion people are in food system industries.
� The livelihoods of 3.2 billion people depend on the food 

industries.

� With the Pandemic, 35% of both sectors are at risk.

� That is 450 million with jobs, and 1.1 billion with livelihoods 
dependent on the food system.

� In Latin America and the Caribbean, one third are in precarious 
positions. 



VULNERABILITY

� Dark red dots are greater than 10 million people
� Dark blue are countries with Very High 

vulnerability.

� Latin America has gangs in Central America, and 
there are migrants from Venezuela. 



TRIP TO A FAR OUT SNOWMAN









The next slide is from 

NASA and Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Lab, SWRI,

James Tuttle Keane





GEOLOGY

� Note the surface stitching, which may mean that the 
bodies formed by merging smaller bodies.

� From cratering, the bodies formed at the start of the 
solar system.



QUANTUM SUPREMACY ATTAINED

� A Quantum Computer at Google has solved a problem in 
three minutes that would require a standard 
supercomputer 10,000 years.

� However, their quantum computing competitor, IBM, says 
that they can solve it in two days on a supercomputer with 
a better algorithm. 

� The quantum computers use ”qubits” instead of regular 
bits.  Both companies have quantum computers with 53 
superconducting qubits.

� Intel is also competing.
� Quantum Computing is one of five long term projects 

chosen by the new White House science council.
� China is investing $10 billion in quantum computing.



ELEMENTS OF QUANTUM COMPUTING

� Quantum computing  involves the superposition of quantum 
states of having qubits with outcomes 0 or 1 interfering.

� It superposes different qubits with quantum entanglement.

� It explores all quantum outcomes or paths at the same time.

� This leads to power law growth in speed with the number of 
elements N, of the calculations, faster than classical computers.

� Several qubits are used to form a logic element or quantum chip.



PHYSICS IN QUANTUM COMPUTERS

� The basic qubits are superconducting circuits, at 2 
millidegrees Kelvin, above absolute zero.  Superconductors 
allow currents with zero electrical resistance, because there 
is a gap in energy needed to disrupt them.

� Superconductivity is done by Cooper pairs of electrons 
which make a lower energy state by interacting with the 
positive lattice ions.

� The low temperatures are achieved by a dilution 
refrigerator, where He3 is leaked into He4, and absorbs 
energy and cools while doing so.







JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS

� A Josephson Junction is a tiny, normal, gap in a 
superconductor, where there is a finite step in voltage 
needed to tunnel through the gap.  The finite voltage and 
current is the 1 or 0 of the qubit.

� If the circuit is a loop, quantum mechanics says that the 
enclosed magnetic flux occurs in units of the quantum of 
magnetic flux Φ = h / 2 e, where h is Plank’s constant, and 
e is the electron’s charge.  This is a flux qubit.





PROBLEMS FOR QUANTUM 
COMPUTING TO SOLVE

� Since classical computers cannot calculate the quantum 
behavior of molecules or materials, it is felt that quantum 
systems can do this faster.

� Computing can find new drugs, and be used for artificial 
intelligence.

� Content can be encoded with keys of a long number built 
up of factors.  Quantum computing could be fast enough 
to factor the long numbers and decode the content.

� The full applications of the computers is still to be found.



PROBLEMS OF QUANTUM 
COMPUTING

� Quantum computing has to maintain coherence, and be 
noise free.  Hence very low superconducting temperatures.

� A powerful quantum computer may need hundreds of 
millions of qubits which are error correcting.

� The power of the computers should double every year.
� It may take 10 years to be able to calculate molecules, 

and 20 to 30 to crack encryption.



BREAKING ENCRYPTIONS 

� Present RSA encryption involves multiplying two large prime numbers, 
and encrypting with a public key, in a very complicated way.  Yet 
only the recipient knows the factors to decrypt it, 

� Shor’s algorithm allows a quantum computer to factorize 
exponentially faster than a classical computer.  There are only four 
known ways that quantum computers can decode encryptions.

� So, switching to a different scheme may or may not be unbreakable 
by quantum computers.  “We” don’t know yet.

� IBM already has a way around known decryptions called CRYSTALS.

� NIST has founds 16 leading ones.

� Here is the link to the Scientific American article.



Breakthrough of 
the year 2019

People’s 
Choice

Image of a Black Hole What Denisovans Probably 
Looked Like


